Big Idea Challenge

The Fall 2022 challenge was presented by Jodsaas Center and supported by the Edson and Margaret Larson Foundation. The topic was “Next Generation Green Solutions for Sustainable Future”. Students were challenged to come with novel solutions for tackling energy and environmental issues such as green energy, smart grids driven by AI, clean coal, sustainable cements and pavements. Students presented their work after being mentored by Ms. Hannah Olson and Dr. S. Gupta on Dec 8, 2021.

Three teams participated in the competition. Tina Whiteside won the competition for the best judge prize on designing accessible electric vehicle charging station. Nazim Belabbaci won the best award from the audience on novel solutions to Covid-19. Please join us in congratulating the winners.

ENGR 410 Venture Technology

A number of students enrolled for the ENGR 410 course which will be offered in Spring 2022. Dr. Gupta is the instructor of the course and over the past few years this course has gained a great reputation among CEM students as being one of the practical courses that provides a great knowledge of business and management skills to students. Thanks to Dr. Gupta for his effort to develop this course and delivering it at high quality.